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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope
The supplier handbook applies to all suppliers of non-consumable product into any of the Pegler sites.
1.2 Purpose
The purpose of the handbook is to provide suppliers with a clear understanding of the Pegler quality system
requirements and expectations from initial assessment through to serial production.

Considerations will be taken to make allowance for
• Pegler designed product
• Suppliers of standard items
• Standard items where minor adjustments are made to the product to meet specific needs.
1.3 Language
All key supplier contacts with Pegler employees must be able to communicate in English. This includes the following
areas:
a) Sales / key account management.
b) New product development
c) Logistics
d) Quality

2 Mission 2.1
Foreword
In order to protect the Pegler brand integrity and its reputation, to a level that meets or exceeds the
Pegler expectations, we will strive to meet our commitment to quality, safety, health, environment and due diligence
through the deployment of our group policies throughout the supply chain.
It is the objective of Pegler to ensure the highest quality, most cost-effective products are delivered on time in full to
the business in order to fulfil & exceed customer expectations.
Pegler views its relationships with suppliers as an integral part of its considerations towards its commitment to
environmental, health & safety and ethical responsibilities through Policies, Risk Assessments Due Diligence and
training.
Pegler will only select suppliers and products that satisfy the following criteria:-

• Environmental and social accountability compliance in line with the Pegler ‘statement of expectations’ (see
section 2.2).
• Robust quality management systems which satisfy the supplier evaluation procedure (see section 3.3).
• Products which are safe and fit for their purpose.
Suppliers must ensure all standard products offered to Pegler demonstrate full compliance with all current and
imminent UK or European legislation.
Where the products are of Pegler design, responsibility for compliance lies with the Pegler business.

2.2 Statement of Expectations
Pegler will only source products from suppliers whose facilities meet the minimum standards listed in this document or
who are committed to improving any unacceptably low standards. In addition, Pegler cannot source product from any
facility that cannot demonstrate compliance with any of the ‘Critical Failure Items’ that are listed below:
Critical Failure Items
Business & quality management
The supplier must have a full understanding of their supply chain and be willing to divulge
information on their 1st tier suppliers and sub-contractors upon request from Pegler. Sub-suppliers must
be available for audit by Pegler personnel.
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Environmental
Any manufacturing facility that is used to provide product to Pegler must not knowingly and persistently
contravene local, national or EU environmental legislation.
Health & safety
Any manufacturing facility that is used to provide product to Pegler must be safe, with risk of harm from
hazardous activities or materials minimised through safe working practices, guarding, training and equipment.
Ethical

Any manufacturing facility that is used to provide product to PY must be committed to maintaining and
improving systems and processes to avoid complicity in human right violations related to our supply
chain and our products. These principles are intended to succinctly express Pegler’s commitment
to ethical and legal business, human rights, and labour practices on a worldwide basis.

Code of Conduct
As part of Aalberts IPS, Pegler require a “Code of Conduct” form to be signed by a senior member of the
supplying company prior to supply commencing.
2.3 Confidentiality statement
The information described in the ‘Pegler Supplier Quality Handbook’ is confidential. Apart from cascading certain
information to your 1st tier suppliers, the content of this handbook must not be disclosed to third parties without prior
written consent from Pegler.
Note: The supplier's confidentiality undertaking is included within Pegler terms and conditions.
In consideration of supplier's disclosing information to Pegler, a confidentiality agreement can be arranged where
appropriate. However, it should be noted that as a matter of policy, Pegler will treat all supplier information as strictly
confidential.
2.4 Gifts & gratuity policy
The Pegler policy on gifts and other gratuities emphasises our determination to conduct business based on the superior
value of the goods and services we purchase from our suppliers. It is our intent that each employee conducts business
with integrity and adheres to our policy as stated in this handbook. Our policy is global in scope and application. The
following is a summation of our policy.

As a matter of sound procurement practice and basic business integrity, we at Pegler must make our purchasing
decisions solely based on obtaining value for the goods and services we require. We will not do business in any
manner that suggests that our purchasing decision was influenced by any irrelevant or improper considerations.
Consequently, it is Pegler policy that no Pegler employee accepts any gifts (other than items with small intrinsic
value) or other gratuity from any supplier to Pegler or bidder for Pegler business. This policy applies to all employees
whether they are directly or indirectly involved in the sourcing activity.

3 Supplier selection and rating 3.1
Supplier selection process
The supplier development role provides the Pegler organisation with objective information which is to be used for
supplier selection and development. This will build a supplier base which meets the Pegler requirements in
management, logistics, technology, quality and productivity. The supplier’s capabilities are assessed and evaluated
against the Pegler ‘Supplier Assessment Audit Form’ (Doc No. SD-10) and the supplier will be given a classification.
Note: This supplier classification will be used to determine any ‘post-production’ goods receiving inspection criteria.
The supplier is required to inform Pegler of any changes made that could affect the supplier's classification. For example,
it is mandatory to inform Pegler of any potential or impending transfer to a different manufacturing site, prior to
commencement of the transfer plan and, Pegler reserve the right to audit the new facility prior to transfer of work. The
supplier will advise of updated registrations and the withdrawal of registrations.
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3.2 Supplier evaluation procedure

3.3 Supplier assessment
By returning the ‘Self-Assessment Form’, with no listed exceptions and inclusion of relevant location information,
Pegler will deem a supplier as being compliant.
The two types of supplier assessments are as follows:
Self-Assessment: The completed assessment, statement of expectations and signed declaration are returned to
the Pegler supplier development team. This will be reviewed jointly by the Purchase planning team and the
Supplier development team. An initial grading will be given, and action plan raised if necessary. It is the
supplier's responsibility to follow through any required corrective actions and forward details to the Pegler
supplier development team.
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Supplier assessment audit: The objective is to assess the supplier’s capabilities against set criteria. This is
carried out by a nominated representative from Pegler at the suppliers manufacturing site or sites.
The type of assessment is dependent on the risk rating applied by Pegler. This risk rating will include the following
factors:
High Risk: Safety critical, high volume, multi-site, and sites located outside the EU.
Medium Risk: Strategic supplier, high volume, multi sites.
Low Risk: Branded products, low volume, non-strategic supplier etc.
Upon completion of a ‘Supplier Assessment Audit’, the supplier is awarded a classification grade of A, B, or C
Pegler will provide a copy of the completed assessment to the supplier for review and their response to any identified
concerns.
Further assessments maybe scheduled as appropriate.
The ‘Statement of Expectations’ (see section 2.2) must be signed by the Managing Director or person of
required authority and returned to Pegler.
The information provided within the ‘Statement of Expectations’ will be verified on any subsequent
assessments by a Pegler nominated representative.
3.3.1 Supplier classifications

Grade

Capability

A

A supplier with excellent control systems. Any changes (however originated) are promptly
and effectively communicated, plus a minimum of 80 points scored for the Supplier
Assessment.

B

A supplier with adequate and appropriate systems of control and handling, with adequate
level of technology, plus a minimum of 60 points scored for the Supplier Assessment.

C

A supplier with whom systems weaknesses have been identified and agreed that could be
resolved through proactive efforts on the part of the supplier, plus a minimum of 40 points
scored for the Supplier Assessment.

Note: - Pegler could look to ‘phase-out’ suppliers who demonstrate a consistent category C grade and do not
implement satisfactory plans to improve within a given timescale.
Potential suppliers who achieve < 40 points will not be considered suitable for the sourcing of new product.
3.4 Supply chain
Suppliers must be able to demonstrate full visibility and understanding of their 1st tier supply chain. They should be
able to demonstrate that all sites and bought materials and components used in the manufacture and supply to Pegler
meet Pegler policies relating to quality, safety, and social accountability and environment issues.
Key elements of Supply Chain compliance:

•
•
•
•
•

Supplier assessment, approval & monitoring process
Ethical & environmental issue identification
Raw material supplier, manufacturer, and sub-contractor locations
Bought out part adherence to specification and dimensional requirements to tolerance
Material compliance

3.5 Standard or “off the shelf” items
Manufacturers of production material used in Pegler products, which are not created specifically for Pegler and is
available either through direct purchase or through a distribution network, will be assessed based on the results of
engineering and the Pegler initial sample inspection report. They will be required to complete the ‘Supplier SelfAssessment Form’ (Doc. No.SD-09) and the result will be added to the approved supplier list. A formal quality system
survey of facilities for “off the shelf” items is not mandatory. Pegler prefers certification to ISO 9001:2000 or an
applicable current standard.
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4 Quality management systems, safety, environment & ethics
4.1 Quality assurance
Suppliers must have a robust, relevant and applicable quality management system (QMS) in place that ensures
consistency of products and associated support to the levels required by Pegler. The QMS should fully integrate with all
other relevant areas of the supplier’s business which have an impact on their ability to supply products.

Key elements of QMS compliance
• ISO
•
•
•
•
•
•

9001 (if not then evidence of the following items)
Quality policy
Documented quality control system
Nominated quality representative with authority
In-process QC
Business disaster recovery plan
Quality training

•
•
•
•
•
•

Documented management system
Continuous improvement program
Incoming QC
Final QC
Design control & approval
Product recall procedure (if applicable)

4.2 Health & safety
The supplier should have a written health & safety policy and a member of the management team must take
responsibility for health & safety issues.
All sites must comply with local laws/regulations on health & safety and reasonable steps should be taken to
prevent accident, injury and disease in the workplace.
4.3 Environment
The Pegler environmental policy includes a requirement to develop procurement policies. It encourages:
Supplier’s to address their environmental issues.
Pegler assessment team to include environmental aspects in procurement decisions.
Suppliers must be able to demonstrate that they have a full understanding of the impacts that their business,
products and supply chain have on the environment. They should have a robust, relevant and applicable
environmental policy in place which addresses these issues. The policy must also include clear objectives and
targets to reduce any identified impacts.
Key elements of environmental compliance:
ISO 14001 (if not then evidence of the following items)
Environmental policy
Compliance with local & EU legislation
Discharge into the environment
4.4 Ethics
Suppliers must be able to demonstrate that they and all their sites meet the following Pegler statement:-

Pegler’s is committed to maintaining and improving systems and processes to avoid complicity in human right
violations related to our own operations, our supply chain, and our products. These principles are intended to
succinctly express Pegler’s commitment to ethical and legal business, environmental, human rights, and
labour practices on a worldwide basis.
A summary of the ‘Statement of Expectations’ requirements is described in section 2.2 of this handbook.
Key elements of ethical compliance:
• Ethical policy

• Compliance with critical failure items (Refer 2.2)

• Acceptable conditions of employment

• Workplace health & safety

• Hazardous material handling and storage

• Compliance with law in country of manufacture
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4.4.1

Child labour
All employees must be above the local legal minimum age.
Employers should take all reasonable steps to verify the age of employees and hold adequate records to
demonstrate this.

4.4.2

Hours of work

Wages and benefits should be compliant with local laws and regional industry standards.
Employees should be allocated breaks whose length and frequency is appropriate to the tasks undertaken.
4.4.3

Employee & human rights

Workers should be treated equally regardless of gender, race, caste, colour, religion, beliefs, ethnic origin,
sexual orientation, age or disability.
Employees should be provided with a written contract of employment that is clearly communicated in a
language or method that is clearly understood.
Any disciplinary rules must be clearly communicated in a language or method that is clearly understood.
Physical or mental abuse and sexual harassment must be prohibited.
Employees must have adequate access to clean drinking water and hygienic toilets.
If food preparation facilities are provided, they should be adequate, clean and hygienic.
Any accommodation provided should be clean, hygienic, safe and meet basic needs.

5 New product development and release of product
5.1 Zero defect
Pegler expects all product to be supplied with zero defect. This means that all design, quality planning and production
methods must focus on achieving this requirement.
5.2 New product development – ‘Stage Gate Process’
All new development projects will be managed using the ‘Stage gate process’. All the required activities with the
supplier will be integrated into this process. This will track the project against key milestones from initial specification to
release of product for series supply. The supplier will be encouraged to actively participate in this process in order to
ensure timely supply of conforming product.
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5.3 Product evaluation & approval

•

Sample products MUST be approved by Pegler QA Initial Sample inspection approvals process, PRIOR to
receipt of any series supply.

•

Product approval by Pegler is assessed against the product specification document.

•

All samples, evaluated by Pegler, will be retained for future reference.

•

Copies of appropriate test reports and certificates must accompany the returned documents on all products.

•

Pegler reserves the right to obtain copies of test reports and certification held by the supplier.

Note: - The Supplier is required to notify Pegler of any modifications that affect the agreed specification PRIOR to
implementation (see sections 6.3 & 6.4).
Where products are not to Pegler design, suppliers are expected to complete and return a fully completed ‘Product
Specification Form’ for each range of products supplied. Refer to section 5.3 for further guidance on the required
information.
Products classified as ‘Risk Critical’ must be tested for compliance against relevant UK safety, regulatory and
legislative requirements. In general terms, products are classified as ‘Risk Critical when it is possible that they could,
through misuse or fault, cause injury to the user or bystander or damage to property.
Test certificates will only be accepted from laboratories which are accredited by a recognised accreditation body, such
as UKAS (United Kingdom Accreditation Service) and HOKLAS (Hong Kong Laboratory Accreditation Scheme).
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5.4 Product Specification Form (SD-05)
All suppliers must complete the appropriate form (SD-05) and return it to Pegler QA for all products that are not to
Pegler design (as per flow chart in section 5.2).
The main requirements for completing the specification are:
Photograph of the product: This can be a digital photograph (or series of photographs) or other image (such
as ‘Point of Sales’ illustration) to identify the product.
Technical drawing: Line drawing with inclusion of critical dimensions.
Dimensions: Include all critical dimensions with the tolerances (metric measurements). This can be expressed as
a list or insert a drawing with dimensions and tolerances.
Performance specification: Information and key features related to the declared values of the product
Test requirements: Description of the tests carried out by the supplier or third party as specified in the
appropriate directive, BS/EN Standard, industry norm etc. together with information of who performs the test
(e.g. supplier, or name of test house) and the frequency of testing.
Technical data: List of relevant directives, regulations, international and national standards and other relevant
information.
Diagram: Ideally an exploded diagram (or series of diagrams) of the product with a reference number or code
against each component.
Component list: To include all components (codes, description and manufacturer information where
appropriate) with material, finish (e.g. RAL or Pantone number and gloss level), grades and quantity per pack.
Traceability: An indication of where the batch information is applied to the product (and packaging) and a
description of how to interpret the code. It would also be advantageous to describe the batch sizes.
User instruction/warnings: Attach actual instructions as a PDF.
Fitting/accessories: This maybe a list of additional items sold with the primary product, or items sold
separately to the primary product which are not propriety items.
Packaging information: Materials used for packaging. Dimensions and weight of each packed product
(inner), dimensions and weight of any ‘multiple’ packed items (secondary), and pallet/outer wrapping details.
Spares offering: A list of the standard spares available from the supplier in support of the product and a
statement of availability (in years) after the last invoiced sale.
Warranty periods offered: Identification of the manufacturer’s warranty carried by the product. Information
supplied to include the details of the customer support system / contacts for such claims and their insurance
cover (financial) for consequential damage where a proven manufacturing error is identified as the root cause.
Key inspection requirements: This section is for agreed inspection and test criteria on the ‘finished’ product
and will be used, if required, by Pegler as part of the Goods- Inwards Inspection activities.
Each listed feature must be given a category of ‘critical’,’ major’ or ‘minor’ by Pegler. The definition of these is
as follows:
Critical: A feature that, if found to fail, may result in a product recall. The batch will be rejected. The batch will
be returned to the supplier for scrap or extensive rework. These will include issues, such as noncompliances with directives, regulations, and standards.
Major: A feature that, if found to fail, would be ‘unacceptable’ to the consumer. The batch will be deemed as
non- conforming.
Minor: A feature that, if found to fail, would not cause inconvenience to the customer. The batch will be
deemed as non- conforming and will require further investigation. This may result in the product being
accepted under concession from Pegler (see section 6.4). The decision will be based on factors such as
business needs and the supplier’s response/agreement.
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5.5 Product specification
Supply of standard products offered to Pegler must be safe, fit for purpose and compliant with all applicable UK/EU
Legislation. Where products fall into the scope of a European directive or are categorized as safety/critical product,
then copies of all relevant certification must be provided.
Key elements of product compliance:
• Risk assessment identification

• Any legislation requirements

• User/performance testing

• Failure analysis

• Certification process – (License marks, UKAS accredited test house details)
5.6 Safety of product
All products supplied to Pegler must be manufactured in accordance with the relevant British or European safety
standard and comply with the UK or European legislation controlling their manufacture and sale. It is Pegler supplier’s
responsibility to take necessary steps to provide facilities, resources and controls to ensure products are safe and,
where applicable, tested and certified by an accredited test facility.
The definition of product includes the physical product, its ancillary parts, materials, packaging and instructions.
Suppliers must ensure that the instructions are appropriate and correct, including relevant safety warnings, assembly,
user and maintenance instructions.
5.7 Product traceability
The’ General Product Safety Regulations’ places obligations on both the manufacturer and distributor to maintain and
provide documentation necessary to trace the origin of unsafe products. It explains that producers should mark their
products with a product reference (which maybe its name) and/or its production batch to ease traceability. It is
also recognised that there may be issues with very small products and products where it is impracticable for them to do
so.
Pegler recognises the importance of traceability and expects suppliers to adopt a policy for adequate identification and
suitable batch coding of ALL products.
Product identification will be agreed with Pegler personnel and be recorded on the ‘Product specification form’ (SD05).
5.8 Technical files
As part of our due diligence obligations, Pegler expects suppliers to raise technical files on all applicable products that
are required to comply with 3rd Party accreditation bodies (e.g. KIWA, DVGW).
As a minimum, the Technical Files must contain
Test certificates (including re-test frequencies).
Master/gold Samples.
Instructions and packaging artwork etc.
Product design review/sign off information.
Product specifications.
COSHH and REACH compliance data, where applicable.
Any amended details.
Reference to any safety notices, quality concerns etc.
Any other information in accordance to appropriate directive, regulation or standard.
Any rejection/recall information

Information MUST be provided, and approval given, prior to receipt of the first consignment of product.
Suppliers/manufacturers MUST ensure any modifications to the design of the product are approved by Pegler prior to
implementation.
Modifications to the design of the product MUST also be approved by the appropriate notified body (with the issue of
a revised certificate of compliance), as any unauthorised modifications would invalidate the original certificate.
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6 Serial production process
6.1 Supplier performance monitoring
Supplier performance will be monitored on a monthly basis. It will evaluate key supplier metrics using data from a
rolling 12 months. The key metrics used will be as follows:
•

Incident ratio (IR%) – 40 points available.

•

Non-Conformance Reports (NCR) raised – 10 points available.

•

Completed NCR – 10 points available.

•

On Time in Full deliveries (OTIF) – 40 points available.

•

Cost reduction – 30 bonus points available.

Based on the results of the above metrics, the supplier will be given a ‘Product Performance Rating’ of either 100, 80,
60, 40 or 20. Details of categories and scoring can be found within the ‘Supplier Grading Handbook’ (Doc.SD-08).
The ‘Product Performance Rating’ will then be combined with the result obtained from the Supplier Assessment Audit
(see section 3.3.1) and a ‘Supplier Grade’ will be assigned.
There are 3 Supplier Grades:
1.

Preferred

2.

Approved

3.

Provisional

Product Performance Rating
Assessment Audit Grade

100

80

60

40

20

A

Preferred

Approved

Provisional

B

Preferred

Approved

Provisional

C

Approved

Provisional

Provisional

The resultant ‘Supplier Grade’ will be added to the Approved Supplier List (see section 6.2) on a quarterly basis. The
Supplier Grade will determine the level of action that is required from the supplier development team.
Preferred – No Immediate action required. Continue to monitor performance.
Approved – Corrective Action plan required with supplier. Continue to monitor progress and performance.
Provisional – Corrective action plan required with supplier. Continue to monitor progress and performance.
Re-assessment and revised grading or possible ‘phase-out’.
6.2 Approved supplier list
The approved supplier list (Doc. SD-03) will be maintained by the Pegler supplier development team. It will be used as a
guide for making strategic sourcing decisions within Pegler. Supplier development will raise an annual audit plan for
assessment and re-assessment of suppliers, based around priority and re-source.
6.3 Engineering change process (permanent)
It is recognised that suppliers may wish to change their manufacturing methods or product specifications as part of
their product development or continuous improvement programs. Pegler MUST to be informed of any changes to the
agreed specification and testing/inspection regime PRIOR to implementation. The supplier MUST complete the
‘Engineering Change Request Form’ (Doc. SD-06) and return it to the Pegler supplier development team. The form
can be provided electronically upon request.
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6.4 Concessions (temporary engineering change)
It is recognised that suppliers may wish to make temporary changes to their manufacturing methods or product
specifications. Pegler MUST be informed of any changes to the agreed specification and testing/inspection regime
PRIOR to implementation. The supplier MUST complete the ‘Supplier Application for Concession Form’ (Doc. SD-07)
and return it to the Pegler supplier development team. The form can be provided electronically upon request.
6.5 Identification of shelf life material
Supplier shall identify item(s), and / or package(s) container(s) of shelf life material with the manufacture date or the
expiry date along with special storage and handling conditions. This is in addition to the normal identification
requirements of part number, revision, type, size, quantity, etc.
When the item/material/product is age control sensitive and requires shelf life data to accompany each
shipment, if not otherwise specified, a minimum of 75% shelf life must be remaining upon receipt at Pegler. 6.6
Packaging
All products must be supplied in suitable packaging to ensure that the product is adequately protected from damage
in transit.
In the case of new projects, the packaging will be specified and agreed with the supplier as part of the ‘New Product
Development Stage Gate Process’ (see section 5.1).
All dispatches from China must be accompanied by a Phytosanitary certificate confirming that any wooden packing
material in the consignment complies with the requirements of EU commission decision 2001/219/ec (as implemented
by the plant health forestry Great Britain amendment order 2001).
Suppliers must ensure that no parts of the packaging present a hazard to personnel handling or unpacking a product.
All bags must exceed an average of 38 microns (152 gauge) on each side of the bag with a minimum nominal

thickness of 42 microns (168 gauge).
6.7 Packaging requirements for PY Distribution Centre
The Pegler Distribution Centre is located at the following address:
Pegler Yorkshire DC,
Brookfields Way, Manvers
Industrial Estate,
Rotherham
S63 5DL
All deliveries to this address must comply with the ‘Pegler Delivery procedure for Manvers DC, Rotherham (Rev 2.)’.
In the case of non-conformance, the issue will be reported to the supplier and in some cases the supplier may be issued
with a non-conformance report and request for corrective action.
6.7.1

Hazardous products
It is the responsibility of the supplier to ensure that any hazardous product delivered to the DC complies with
all legal labelling and packaging requirements.
In accordance with COSHH regulations, any product that is harmful to health (see list below) must be clearly
labelled on the packaging and product, as stated in the chemicals hazard information and packaging for supply
regulations 1999. Additionally, a completed hazard form must accompany the product:

•

Corrosive

•

Toxic

•

Containing oxidising agents

•

Flammable

•

Irritant

•

Explosive

6.8 Material order and logistics
Orders will be placed direct by Pegler Purchasing Planning team.
Once the order is received by the supplier, Pegler expects that all orders are acknowledged, confirming item qty, unit
cost, & planned dispatch date.
Any problems with orders (shortages, overages or lead-time problems) should be communicated to the Pegler
Purchasing Planning team in advance of the order delivery date.
Suppliers must provide all necessary product data to the Pegler purchasing team to enable product to be
moved efficiently into the business.
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Volumetric data (refer to ‘product specification form’ for exact volumetric requirements per item/s)
• Lead-times

• Supplier locations and full addresses

• Contact names and numbers

Any changes to product data and / or lead time must be communicated to and agreed by the Pegler purchasing team
in a timely manner e.g. pack size changes, pallet size. Any failure to do could result in the supply of product to
Pegler being refused.
6.9 Non-conforming product
There are two routes for notifying suppliers of concerns and possible product rejections. These are as follows:
6.9.1 Non-conforming product at goods inwards inspection
Sample inspections may be carried out on product entering the business by dedicated QC personnel.
This inspection will be carried out against the requirements of a generic checklist and specific technical specifications
as identified in the ‘Product specification form’. The generic checklist includes the following:
On time delivery
Correct documentation Correct
packaging and labelling Product
key features
Product performance testing
If incoming products do not comply with the agreed standards, the supplier will be contacted by Pegler QA and
advised of the action to be taken. This may be:
1.
2.
3.

Observation: Minor issue that does not prevent the product entering the site.
Non-conforming product: Product accepted on concession, but corrective action details required.
Rejection: Product to be collected or supplier to arrange to inspect/rework on site. A levy will be applied on
the supplier for storage, removal to another site, or Pegler personnel carrying out any rework activities (see
section 6.9.4)

Item 1 will raise an NCR; items 2 & 3 will raise an NCR with a request for 8D report.
The NCRs are promptly e-mailed to the supplier by Pegler QC personnel together with any photographic evidence
The supplier is expected to share all details of their problem resolution process, including corrective and
preventative action, within 7 working days of notification (where possible).
6.9.2 Non-conforming product from customer complaints
The NCR is generated when a field complaint has been received as a result of customer dissatisfaction.
The supplier will be expected to assist in the investigation of an incident and confirm appropriate preventive/corrective
action.
Where deemed necessary, the incident may generate a product recall. Full costs would be recovered from the supplier
for this action if the fault is identified as a proven manufacturing defect.
6.9.3 Product Recall
Pegler expects suppliers to have a product recall procedure in place as part of their Business Management System.
Product recalls may be initiated by Pegler or the supplier (on product already sold) where a safety defect, fault deemed
as critical or where it affects the function/fitness for purpose.
In the event of any of the above points in 6.9, the supplier may have to supply good on an urgent basis incurring
express freight in order to meet Pegler customer service expectations. The Pegler planning team will communicate this
at the earliest possible point.
The supplier must ensure adequate insurance cover is in place to cover all potential recall expenses.
It is imperative that all products sold are batch coded, therefore allowing the recall to focus only on affected stock.
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6.9.4 Cost of quality
Where Pegler do incur additional costs associated with poor quality Pegler reserve the right to claim reasonable costs
back were the supply of non-conforming product has required additional attention by Pegler personnel.
Note: The PY purchase team will initiate and authorise all "Cost of quality" Debit Notes back to a supplier. The matrix
table in this section describes the costs incurred for the situations specified.

Subject

Rationale

Cost

Goods-in
Product
Rejection

Cost to business in terms of management time, dead
storage space, & loss of profit. Standard charge to supplier
for each & every reject

£150

Product Rework

Cost to business in terms of management time, dead
storage space, loss of profit, transport costs, stock
movement costs & cost of rework.

£25 per Hour

Product Return to
Supplier – Overdue
Collection

Product Recall

Initial period of 25 working days from
notification of return should be allowed before
charges are applicable
Full reimbursement of all actual costs incurred.
Supplier to be given adequate advance notice in order
to allow for possible mitigation of recall costs.

£ 5.00 per pallet per
day from day 26 to
collection date

Reimbursement of
actual costs

6.9.5 Warranty
Where applicable, suppliers are responsible for their product through to the end of the warranty period. Postproduction
claims (reported by the end user) are qualified, tracked and reported by Pegler on a monthly basis. All costs relating to
such claims are the responsibility of the supplier where the fault is a proven manufacturing defect.
7 Supplier development process
7.1 Supplier development mission
Working closely with the supply chain, the Pegler supplier development team will ensure accurate and
robust evaluation of supplier capability and performance. Where gaps are identified, the team will encourage
joint pro-active improvement initiatives with the aim of mutual benefit.
The supplier development team will interpret the performance of quality, delivery and productivity in order to provide
objective evidence which will be used to determine the Pegler sourcing strategy.

7.2 Supplier development initiatives
The main initiatives are as follows:
- Build a close working relationship with the supplier based on trust and mutual benefit.
- Monitor and report supplier capability and performance through audit and KPI analysis.
- Gap analysis of the supplier base with improvement initiatives through to closure.
- Cascade ‘best practise’ into the supply chain (quality tools, lean six sigma tools).
- Support new product development through early supplier involvement and integration.
- Clarify Pegler requirements and expectations through the supplier handbook.
- Pro-active training initiatives (best practise, customer focus, product awareness).
- Support the Pegler organisation through measure, audit and improvement of the supply chain.
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8 Note
The intention of this handbook is to give suppliers a clear understanding of what is required by Pegler and ensure
the objectivity and transparency of the process. In the event of any supplier still being unsure of what
is required or believing there is some ambiguity after reviewing the handbook, then Pegler would
encourage further dialogue with either the purchasing team, supplier development team or QA team to clarify any
outstanding points.
If in doubt, ask

9

Glossary of terms
Term

Description

BS

British Standard

CE

The term d oes not stand for any specific word s but is a d eclaration by the manufacturer
that the product meets the requirements of the applicable European directive(s).

COSHH

Control of Substances Hazardous to Health

DC

Distribution Centre

EU

European Union

GPSR

General Product Safety Regulations

HOKLAS

Hong Kong Laboratory Accreditation Scheme

ISO 9001

International Specification for Quality Management Systems

ISO 14001

International Specification for Environmental Management Systems

QA

Quality Assurance

QC

Quality Control

REACH

Registration Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals

UKAS

United Kingdom Accreditation Scheme
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